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Among initialization schemes for ensemble quantum computation beginning at thermal equilibrium, the
scheme proposed by Schulman and Vaziranifi Proceedings of the 31st ACM Symposium on Theory of
Computing (STOC’99)sACM Press, New York, 1999d, pp. 322–329g is known for the simple quantum circuit
to redistribute the biasesspolarizationsd of qubits and small time complexity. However, our numerical simu-
lation shows that the number of qubits initialized by the scheme is rather smaller than expected from the von
Neumann entropy because of an increase in the sum of the binary entropies of individual qubits, which
indicates a growth in the total classical correlation. This result—namely, that there is such a significant growth
in the total binary entropy—disagrees with that of their analysis.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.71.022303 PACS numberssd: 03.67.Lx, 05.30.Ch, 05.20.Gg
I. INTRODUCTION
Initialization is an indispensable stage in ensemble quan-
tum computation beginning at thermal equilibrium, espe-
cially in NMR computationsf1–5g. For a model of the NMR
system, it is customary to consider a mixture of molecules
with n spins-1/2 under a strong static magnetic field as
shown in Fig. 1 on the assumption of the independence
among initial spins; local couplings among spins in a mol-
ecule are negligible compared with their Zeeman energies
ED. The original biasspolarizationd « of a spin at temperature
T is given by
« = tanhS ED
2kBT
D , s1d
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. This spin is inu↑l with
probability s1+«d /2 and inu↓l with probability s1−«d /2. We
regard the up spin as the bit of 0 and the down spin as the bit
of 1. Quantum operations are performed in thisn-qubit f6,7g
ensemble system. However, it contains 2n component states
u0¯0l , . . . ,u1¯1l, unlessT=0; we have to extract the final
state evolved from a particular component state to obtain the
outcome of a quantum computation for any standard quan-
tum algorithm. Suppose that the correct input is only the
stateu0l^n. While its original population is largest among all
the component states, the product of probabilities of each bit
being 0 is small for largen. The more bits we need, the larger
biases are required to extract the final state. As it is impos-
sible to achieve«.1 by cooling sample materials, algorith-
mic initializations f4,5,8–11g are utilized to prepare an ini-
tialized state: namely, a particular component state with an
enhanced signal.
Standard quantum algorithms are designed to work with a
pure-state input. In contrast, there are a few quantum algo-
rithms for the model of deterministic quantum computation
with a single pure qubitsDQC1d f12g and similar models,
including one for prime factorizationf13g san extension of
Shor’s algorithmf14gd; those are designed to work with a
highly mixed state, even with an input string that comprises
a single pure qubitsnamely, an initialized qubitd and the rest
qubits in a maximally mixed state. As the family of DQC1
models does not provide all the replacements of standard
quantum algorithms, initialization of many qubits for en-
semble quantum computers is still of importance.
There are two types of initialization methods: one is av-
eragingse.g., effective pure statesf8gd; another is data com-
pression. The latter has an advantage in respect of scalability
because the former needs resources growing exponentially in
n while the latter does not. The boosting scheme proposed by
Schulman and Vaziranif9,10g is one of the latter type of
methods. Actually, their scheme is a sort of polarization
transfer which has been commonly used and thoroughly
studied in the realm of NMR spectroscopy as pointed out in
Ref. f15g. There have been notable studies of the general
upper limit on a polarization enhancement in a polarization
transferse.g., Refs.f16–18gd. The principle of the boosting
scheme is the bias-enhancing permutation as we will see in
Sec. II. In the scheme, a quantum circuitf6g properly com-
posed of basic bias-boosting circuits is used for redistribut-
ing the biases to generate the block ofl cold qubits with
biases greater than«cold such that
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†Electronic address: kitagawa.m@ee.es.osaka-u.ac.jp FIG. 1. A model of the NMR system for spin-1/2 nuclei.
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Probh0102 ¯ 0l−10lj' S1 + «cold2 D
l
s2d
is large enough to distinguishu0l^ l among the signals of 2l
component states. Their analysesf9,10g resulted in that a
compression down to almost the entropic limit is possiblesin
the limit of large nd in Osn log nd time in the scheme to
generaten(1−os1d)−S initialized qubits each of which has
bias 1−exps−nQs1dd swhich converges to 1 asn becomes
larged, where S is the von Neumann entropyf19g of the
ensemble.1 However, this is incorrect unless the original bi-
ases are in the neighborhood of 0 or 1.2 Irrespectively ofn,
the condition of original biases 0,« <”
,1 leads to the circum-
stance that the probability of a spin being up has classical
correlationssclassical dependencesd with those of other spins
within several steps after the beginning of the scheme. Ow-
ing to the correlations,l can be much smaller than−S.
Especially for the practical setting ofnø103, an accurate
evaluation of the scheme is of importance since a large mean
bias, such ask«l=0.4,3 is required to obtain a sufficient num-
ber of initialized qubitsf20g.
In this paper, we report a numerical analysis of the boost-
ing scheme based on a molecular simulation. Several fea-
tures of the scheme relating to the total binary entropy have
been investigated by using the simulation with the aid of
matrix calculations. It has revealed the fact that the number
of qubits initialized by the scheme is rather smaller than
expected from the von Neumann entropy even for largen.
This is not a surprise; it is quite possible according to the
theory of macroscopic entropy described in Sec. III.
II. BOOSTING SCHEME
Enhancing the bias«i of the ith spin is an operation
equivalent to increasing the population of a set of molecules
whose ith spin is upf«i =«istd where t denotes time stepg.
This is a general conception of initializations for mixed
states. As we consider a large number of molecules under a
strong static magnetic field such as those in a common
liquid- or solid-state NMR system, ann-qubit thermal equi-










eq is the density matrix representing the original state










Let ck=ckstd denote the population of component stateukl at





= diaghc0s0d,c1s0d, . . . ,c2n−2s0d,c2n−1s0dj, s5d
wherecks0d are the original populations. The bias of theith
spin is enhanced by any unitary operation that permutes a
component state with a large population to some component
state whoseith bit is 0, since such an operation increases the
population of a set of component states whoseith bit is 0:
Pi = o
kuith bit is 0
ck. s6d
This population is identical to the probability that theith bit
is 0. Because a component state which consists of a larger
number of 0’s and a smaller number of 1’s has a larger popu-
lation among the 2n component states in most cases, any
unitary transformation that maps a sufficient number of com-
ponent states with more thann/2 0’s to those with 0’s in
specific l8 bits enhances the biases of thel8 spins. The ini-
tialization of l ù l8 qubits can be realized by a combination of
such transformations. When the transformationU is only a
product of permutations of component states, as it is nothing
but the exchanges of values ofc0, . . . ,c2n−1, the evolved den-
sity matrix r=UreqU





although it is often impossible to writer in the form of
Eq. s3d.
In Schulman and Vazirani’s boosting schemesor simply
called the boosting schemed, the total operation for an initial-
ization can be composed of the 3-qubit basic circuits, shown
in Fig. 2,4 or the 4-qubit circuit shown in Fig. 3, which
perform permutations of component states as mentioned
1For an original ensemble in a common NMR system, the sum of
the binary entropies of individual qubits is equal to the von Neu-
mann entropy of the ensemble.
2Their analyses of the scheme were based on the optimistic as-
sumption that the sum of the binary entropies is preserved during
the initialization process of it.
3An average polarization of 0.4 is a realistic value. It was reported
that an average proton polarization of 0.7 was attained in naphtha-
lene by using photoexcited triplet electron spinsf36,37g. It was also
recently reported that a pair of almost pure qubits were achieved by
a parahydrogen-induced polarization techniquef38g and a quantum
algorithm was implemented with the qubitsf39g.
4An experiment of this boosting operation in a three-spin system
was reported in Ref.f15g.
FIG. 2. Basic quantum circuits for constructing an initialization
circuit in the boosting scheme. TheCNOT gate performs a bit flip
snamely, aNOT operationd on the qubitc when b=1. The Fredkin
gate swaps the qubita with the qubitb whenc=1.
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above. It should be noted that these circuits were not dis-
tinctly written in the original description of the boosting
scheme. Either the 3-qubit circuits or the 4-qubit circuit can
be a basic operation of the scheme. If one interprets the
original description as it is, one may have the 4-qubit circuit.
We, however, use the 3-qubit circuits rather than the
4-qubit circuit because the 3-qubit circuits are better with
respect to the rate of initialization. We do not write details
about it here, but we will describe a reason in Sec. IV. From
now on, we will regard only the 3-qubit circuits as the basic
circuits of the scheme.
The operation of the basic circuits is illustrated in the
truth table of Table I. By the circuit of Fig. 2sad, a component
state with a large population—i.e., a component state in
which two of the three qubits are 0—is mapped to a compo-
nent state in which the first of the three qubits is 0. The
probability that the first qubita is 0 after this basic operation
is
Probha = 0jout = Probh000jin + Probh001jin + Probh010jin
+ Probh100jin, s8d
where, for given qubitsa, b, andc sfrom upper to lower in




Suppose that no correlation exists amongPa, Pb, andPc and
that the biases«a, «b, and«c are positive, in the input. Then
the bias of the qubita in the output of the circuit is
«a8 =
1
2s«a + «b + «c − «a«b«cd, s10d









2s«a + «b − «c + «a«b«cd, s12d
«c8 = «b«c. s13d
After the circuit of Fig. 2sad, the bias of the qubitb may be
smaller than 0; the circuit of Fig. 2sbd is added to invert the
bias in this case. In the case where three spins are polarized







Thus, the basic circuits can be used for boosting the biases of
target qubits. It is expected that one can achieve the compo-
nent stateu0l^ l with a very large population simply by col-
lecting initialized qubits after sufficient steps of application
of these circuits to every subgroup which consists of three
qubits that satisfy inequatitys11d salthough the initialization
rate is another subjectd. Equationss10d, s12d, and s13d may
be used for a rough estimation of the behavior of a quantum
circuit composed of the basic circuits.
However, the designing of a whole circuit in the boosting
scheme is not so simple. At every step in the scheme, one
recreates subgroups by picking up every three qubits from
the n qubits in the order of their biases, from larger to
smaller, so that the condition of inequatitys11d is satisfied in
almost every subgroup. It is better to avoid applying the
basic circuits to those in which the condition is not satisfied
or undo it afterward. In order to recreate the subgroups, one
has to forecast the distribution of biases correctly, which re-
quires a more precise estimation owing to the following rea-
son: After several steps in the scheme, the bias of a qubit is
not independent of those of others—i.e.,
Probhi j = 00j Þ PiPj s15d
for a pair of qubitssi , jd in then-qubit string. This is because
the ensemble after aCNOT operation onsi , jd is not deter-
mined by the biasess«i ,« jd alone but dependent on the popu-
lationshckj. The exception is only the case where the original
biases are very close to 0 or 1. Therefore, the use of inde-
pendent probabilities for representing spins in constructing
the circuit induces inaccuracy for the large size and/or large
depth of the circuit. Each molecule has to be dealt with for
correct forecasts of the bias distribution.
Moreover, even with the forecasts of the bias distribution,
it is quite possible that the bias of the qubita is not boosted
in some subgroups at almost every step except for several
beginning steps in the scheme. This is due to classical cor-
relations among qubits. The condition of inequalitys11d is
not an accurate condition for the success of bias boosting in
a subgroup of correlated qubits. It is nothing but a rough
estimation of a correct condition. Thus, one ought to undo
FIG. 3. Another boosting circuit with a 4-qubit input. TheCC-
SWAP gate swapsa with c whenbd=11.
TABLE I. Truth table for the basic circuits in Fig. 2 for the
boosting scheme. Here, the input ofsbd is the output ofsad.
3-qubit boosting
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the operations that fail in enhancing the biases of target qu-
bits so as to achieve better bias enhancements. The details of
the circuit designing based on the forecasts and undo opera-
tions are described in Sec. V and Appendix C.
Note that even the circuits that succeed in enhancing the
biases alter the amount of correlation. Although the three
qubits in each subgroup are nearly equally biased, this does
not mean the binomial probability distribution—i.e., it is not
relevant to the independence of the qubits; their biases can
be correlatedftheir individual probabilities given by Eq.s6d
can be dependentg o each other. The classical correlations
affect the efficiency of initialization—this “efficiency” is not
the efficiency in running time nor that in working space—as
described in the next section.
III. CLASSICAL CORRELATIONS HIDDEN
IN MACROSCOPIC BINARY ENTROPIES
The initialization of an NMR quantum computer with a
method that uses a data compression is equivalent to redis-















to create two different blocks of qubits: one has a very small
entropy close to 0 and the other has a very large entropy as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The block ofl qubits with very small
binary entropies is used asu0l^ l. In this respect, an important
entropy measure is the sum of the binary entropies of indi-
vidual qubits: let the effective entropy
Sestd = − o
i=1













where «i =«istd is the bias of theith qubit at time stept.
When the state of the wholen-qubit ensemble is represented
as a diagonal density matrix, it is given by
«i = − 1 + 2 o
kuith bit is 0
ck. s17d
On the other hand, when there can be nonzero off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix for the system, we have to
consider the intrinsic bias defined below rather than the su-
perficial bias that is calculated only from populations. The
intrinsic bias of a qubit is a quantity obtained from a unitary
diagonalization of the reduced density operator of the qubit.








wherer=rstd is the density matrix for the whole ensemble;
huck
i lj=huc0
i l , . . . ,uc2n−1−1
i lj is a complete orthonormal system
of the state space of the rest qubits, such as
hu0102 ¯ 0i−10i+1¯ 0n−10nlj,
u0102 ¯ 0i−10i+1¯ 0n−11nl,
A
u1112 ¯ 1i−11i+1¯ 1n−10nl,
hu1112 ¯ 1i−11i+1¯ 1n−11nlj. s19d
Let dr̃i be the matrix with the diagonal elements
dci,0 and
dci,1
obtained from a unitary diagonalization ofr̃i such that
dci,0








This definition of intrinsic bias is valid in the sense that its
value is independent of a macroscopic spin direction. The
direction of theith macroscopic bitr̃i can be modified even
with only single-qubit rotation gates. If we restrict the sub-
sequent quantum gates to single-qubit rotations at a particu-
lar time step,s1+«̂id /2 is the maximum achievable probabil-
ity of the ith qubit being 0 after that step. Thus the intrinsic
bias is a plain measure of purity of a qubit. Since an initial-
ization is to produce pure qubits, we regard«̂i as the actual
bias of theith qubit denoted by«i in the definition ofSe:
namely, in Eq.s16d. When completely initialized qubits are
required,Se is a lower bound for the length of the com-
pressed string at a particular time step in an initialization
process;n−Se is an upper bound for the number of initialized
qubits at that step.5 Se varies step by step during the initial-
ization.
Now we will see an upper bound for the number of ini-
tialized qubits under a realistic condition. Suppose that we
do not need completely initialized qubits. Then initialized
qubits are allowed to have small binary entropiessHjd whose
average valuefs1/ldo j=1
l Hjg is equal to or less than some real
numbera s0øa!1d. The total binary entropy ofl initial-
ized qubits is equal to or less thanal. The block of rest
5The optimal initialization for a time stept is the one that achieves
bn−Sestdc qubits with biases of 1 andbSestdc qubits with biases of 0;
there may be the rest one qubit, which is included into the com-
pressed string.
FIG. 4. A unitary compression operationU for redistributing the
biases to create the block of qubits with small binary entropies and
that with large binary entropies.
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n− l qubitssnamely, the compressed stringd therefore has the
total binary entropyEùSe−al. Hence the following inequal-
ity holds:





sn − Sed. s22d
Settingb=a / s1−ad, we have
l ø s1 + bdsn − Sed ø ns1 − Se/n + bd. s23d
In an initialization, even if there is no need of completely
initialized qubits, one picks upl cold qubits at the terminal
step of it in order to achieve Probh01¯0ljùc s0!cø1 is a
real numberd. The value ofc is chosen by one’s need. Ac-
cordingly, a limitation of the value ofa can be estimated as
follows: Suppose that the density matrix for a state after
initialization has no nonzero off-diagonal element. Let us
assume for a moment that one obtainsl initialized qubits
with independent biases and the rest qubits with biases that
may be correlated. If the joint probability of the initialized
qubits being zeros is Probh01. . .0ljùb s0øbø1d, then the
binary entropiesHj for the qubits satisfy the inequality
o j=1
l Hj ø−lfb1/l log2 b1/l +s1−b1/ldlog2s1−b1/ldg, which is
easy to prove by mathematical induction. From the contra-
position, if o j=1
l Hj .−lfb1/l log2 b1/l +s1−b1/ldlog2s1
−b1/ldg, then Probh01¯0lj,b. Therefore, on the present as-
sumption that the biases of initialized qubits are independent,
a necessary condition for achieving Probh01¯0ljùc is that
a ø − c1/l log2 c
1/l − s1 − c1/ldlog2s1 − c1/ld. s24d
Hence, on the present assumption,a tends to 0 asl increases,
and so doesb. Possible values ofa andb are estimated with
inequalitys24d by specifying a value ofc and assuming that
l is in a realistic range. For example, when one needsc
=0.99 and assumesl ù16, the values ofa and b are esti-
mated to be at most 7.59310−3 and 7.64310−3, respec-
tively. Indeed, it is, however, possible thata does not tend to
0 with increasingl to achieve Probh01¯0ljùc when there
are correlations among initialized qubits, but even for such
qubits, of course, the conditionaø−c log2 c−s1−cdlog2s1
−cd is necessary. Moreover, in the case where one needs the
bias of an initialized qubit to converge to 1 asn grows—e.g.,
«cold=1−exps−nxd sconstantx.0d—a andb tend to 0 asn
increases—i.e.,b=os1d in this case. As we have seen, in-
equalitys23d gives an upper bound for the number of initial-
ized qubits at a particular time step for a realistic initializa-
tion. In other words,Se−bsn−Sed is a lower bound for the
length of the compressed string at that step.b is a small
number, which is estimated to be less than 10−2 in most
realistic initializations to make several bytes almost pure.
Generally, it is believed to be possible to almost faithfully
compress the string of an-qubit ensemble, represented by
density matrixs, down to the entropic limit with the rate
Sssd /n for largen in all kinds of quantum computer includ-
ing NMR computerssas long asn can be larged because of
the analogy to the quantum noiseless codingf7g, where
Sssd = − Trss log2 sd s25d
is its von Neumann entropy. It is desirable, and believed to
be possible, to generate a quantum circuit to accomplish it
within the depth of the circuit increasing polynomially inn.
Indeed any unitary transformation of a density matrix con-
serves its von Neumann entropy, but it would be probably
impossible for a compression scheme which generates a
quantum circuit according only to macroscopic quantities of
individual qubits—e.g., biases—to do such an ideal com-
pression for an arbitrary input state. For the initialization of
NMR quantum computers, this is somewhat clear when we
rewrite Se by using the reduced density operatorsh˜ij of
individual qubits. Regarding«̂i as the actual bias of theith





From this notation, it is clear that
Se − S= Ssr i r̃1 ^ ¯ ^ r̃nd, s27d
whereS=Ssrd andSsr i r̃1 ^ ¯ ^ r̃nd is the Umegaki relative
entropyf21g of r with respect tor̃1 ^ ¯ ^ r̃n. In general, the
Umegaki relative entropy between two density operatorss1
ands2 is defined as
Sss1 i s2d = TrSs1 log2 s1
s2
D . s28d
It is a measure of the distancesor dissimilarityd between the
two operators. On the right-hand side of Eq.s27d, r repre-
sents the whole ensemble whiler̃1 ^ ¯ ^ r̃n is a tensor prod-
uct in which correlations are freedsi.e., correlations among
r̃1, . . . ,r̃n are obliterated in taking the tensor productd. Hence
Se−S is a measure of total correlationf22g of r: namely, a
measure of total correlation of each qubit to the other qubits.
Obviously, Se can be much larger thanS when there is a
growth in the total correlation during the initialization. There
is no known way to avoid the creation and growth of corre-
lations among biases when a data-compression circuit is de-
signed by using solely the values of biases at every step
instead of those of commonly used quantities such as the
sapproximated populations of possible bit sequencesf23g, the
sapproximated length and frequency of patterns in micro-
scopic strings, etc.
Let us consider the boosting scheme, in which every op-
eration is a permutation of diagonal elements in a diagonal
density matrix which is originallyreq as we have seen in the
previous section. Then, clearly, there is no entanglement dur-
ing and after a bias boosting process;Se−S is a measure of
total classical correlation hidden in the macroscopic string
sthe string which consists ofn macroscopic bitsr̃1, . . . ,r̃nd.
Thus, in the boosting scheme, an increase inSe measures a
growth in the total classical correlation.
In addition, the maximal efficiency of initialization of the
macroscopic string is defined by








end is the value ofSe after the application of an ini-
tialization scheme. This is the ratio of an upper bound for the
number of completely initialized qubits that can be achieved
by the scheme to the one that is expected from the von Neu-
mann entropy. Similarly, the maximal efficiency of compres-
sion of the macroscopic string is defined by
rc = S/Se
end. s30d
One can evaluate the performance of the scheme by calcu-
lating these efficiencies.
IV. GROWTH IN THE AMOUNT OF CORRELATION
FOR A BASIC BOOSTING STEP
As we have seen in Sec. III, an increase in the amount of
correlation must be suppressed to achieve a high initializa-
tion rate. In this section, we therefore evaluate the amount of
classical correlation generated by a single step of basic
boosting circuits.
Suppose that there are three qubitsa, b, andc with uni-
form bias« at thermal equilibrium. For this initial state, the
effective entropy defined by Eq.s16d is equal to the von
Neumann entropyS. Now we apply the 3-qubit circuit of
Fig. 2sad to the qubits. The biases of the qubits become
s3«−«3d /2, s«+«3d /2, and«2 respectively. By this operation,
classical correlations are induced, and the effective entropy
of the output state,Se
out, is greater thanS as shown in Fig. 5.
The discrepancy betweenSe
out andS is rather serious for the
highly but not completely polarized qubits becauseSe
out−S is
fairly large despite the small values ofS.
Similarly, we can evaluate the amount of classical corre-
lation generated by the 4-qubit circuit shown in Fig. 3. When
there are 4 input qubitsa, b, c, andd with uniform bias« at
thermal equilibrium, the biases in the output of it ares3«
−«3d /2, «2, s«+«3d /2, and«2, respectively. Thus the effect of
bias enhancement looks almost the same as that of the
3-qubit basic circuits. It, however, induces a larger amount of
correlation in comparison with the 3-qubit basic circuits. The
discrepancy between the effective entropy of the output,Se
out,
and the von Neumann entropyS is shown in Fig. 6.
When one compares the mean discrepancysSe
out−Sd /
nb snb=3,4 is thenumber of wiresd for the 3-qubit circuit
with that for the 4-qubit circuit, as shown in Fig. 7, it is clear
that the increase in the amount of correlation in one time step
is so large that the 4-qubit circuit should not be used as a
basic boosting operation. This is the reason why we have
chosen the 3-qubit circuits.
V. AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT GENERATION
A molecular simulation is applied for designing a quan-
tum initialization circuit in the boosting scheme on conven-
tional computers. It is implemented as a circuit composer for
the scheme, offering forecasts of the bias distribution during
the initialization. The details of the algorithm for the design-
ing are described in program 1 of Appendix C. In this sec-
tion, instead of the long program, the brief flowing chart of it
is shown in Fig. 8. It utilizes a virtual molecular system to
mimic an n-qubit ensemble as illustrated in Fig. 1. As we
continue to use the same basishu0¯0l , . . . ,u1¯1lj, super-
positions of multiple computational basis vectors are not pro-
FIG. 5. Plots ofSe
out, S, andSe
out−S for 3 qubits as functions of
«, the uniform original bias of the qubits.Se
out is the effective en-
tropy of the output state after one step of the basic circuit shown in
Fig. 2sad andS is the von Neumann entropy of the system.
FIG. 6. Plots ofSe
out, S, andSe
out−S for 4 qubits as functions of
«. Se
out is the effective entropy of them after one step of the circuit
shown in Fig. 3.
FIG. 7. Plots ofsSe
out−Sd /nb for the 3-qubit circuitsnb=3d and
the 4-qubit circuitsnb=4d as functions of the original bias«.
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duced by the boosting operations. Hence a molecule is rep-
resented as an array ofn binary digits in the simulation. We
considerN molecules that consist ofn spins with bias«i in
the ith spin sN@nd.
The outline of program 1 is as follows: A table of pointers
to qubits is used instead of direct handling of them. We con-
sider the subgroups which consist of every three pointers
from the upper side to the lower side in the table, although
those are not explicitly written in the program. Let frandsd be
a function which returns a pseudorandom real number be-
tween 0 and 1. This is calledn3N times in the procedure
CREATEISYSTEM to set up the virtual molecular system. At
each call of frandsd, the bit representing theith spin in the
mth molecule is set to 0 when frandsd, Pi and set to 1 oth-
erwise. The desired original bias distribution is prepared in
this way. Then the pointers are arranged in the order of the
biases, from the larger to the smaller, in the tablesfrom the
upper side to the lower side. The main part of this simula-
tion after the setup is an iteration in the procedure
GENIINITICIRCUIT. This iteration contains the following op-
erations: First,BOOST is applied to every subgroup men-
tioned above.BOOST is the boosting operation for three qu-
bits a, b, and c. We apply the circuit of Fig. 2sad to them.
When the bias ofb becomes negative, the circuit of Fig. 2sbd
is also applied. The boosting circuits applied to the 3 qubits
are written out if the bias ofa is increased by them; other-
wise, we undo the boosting. The biases after the boosting are
calculated by usingUPDATEIBIAS in each call ofBOOST. Sec-
ond, we rearrange the table so that the pointers to qubits with
larger biases appear in the upper side of it and those with
smaller in the lower side. The iteration of above operations is
terminated when cold qubits are not newly produced in the
lastst steps or when the depth of generated circuits reaches a
specified terminal depth of circuits. After this iteration, qu-
bits with very large biases are pointed from pointers located
near the top of the table; the component stateu0l^ l with a
very large population is achieved by collecting them.
This algorithm assumes that aCNOT operation can be used
with any two qubits in the system. When this is not guaran-
teed for dispersed qubits,SWAP operations are used to gather
them into one location in the molecule. This change is easily
realized by arranging the qubits withSWAP gates in
GENIINITICIRCUIT instead of arranging only the pointers.
The complexity of the algorithm isQsn3Nd in space and
Osn23Nd in time in conventional computers. For a practical
use of the simulation fornø104, it would be proper to set
N.104n and st=5+b0.1nc. Our simulation can be used for
generating circuits up to 104 qubits for arbitrary biases
within 1 Tbit of memory space.
In addition, the present algorithm is equivalent to the
original one proposed by Schulman and Vazirani in Ref.f9g.
In the iteration of the original algorithm, at each step, qubits
are rearranged so that qubits with large biases appear first
followed by qubits with relatively small biases, discarding
those with very-low biases. Note that we do not need to
discard the very-low-biased qubits actually. They are dis-
persed far away from those with large biases by the rear-
rangement automatically. In the present algorithm, in the it-
eration, the pointers to qubits are rearranged in the order of
the biases. Therefore, it is equivalent to the original one.
Example A
An example6 of the output circuit from the program of
program 1 is shown in Table II. It is generated for the seven-
spin system,1H–1H–1H–1H–1H–1H–1H. with the uniform
bias 0.6. Figure 9 shows that, according to the numerical
matrix calculation result, the bias of the first spin is enhanced
6The matrix calculation in these two examples was done with an
interpreter-type quantum circuit simulator shttp://
www.qc.ee.es.osaka-u.ac.jp/˜saitoh/silqcs/d that internally uses the
GAMMA C11 library shttp://gamma.magnet.fsu.edu/created by
Smith et al. f40g.
FIG. 8. The brief flowing chart of the simulation algorithm of
program 1 to generate an initialization circuit on the basis of the
boosting scheme. We show the program in Appendix C.
TABLE II. The initialization circuit generated for the spin sys-
tem, 1Hu1Hu1Hu1Hu1Hu1Hu1H. The spins are labeled
1,…7, from left to right, respectively. The transformations in this
table are executed from left to right and upper to lower.X, CN, and
Fr readNOT gate, controlled-NOT gate, and Fredkin gatescontrolled-
SWAP gated, respectively, followed by numbers in parentheses indi-
cating which qubits are handled. In CNsa,bd, the control bit isa
and the target bit isb; in Frsa b,cd, the control bit isc and the target
bits area andb.
CNs2,3d ;Xs3d ;Frs1 2, 3d ;Xs3d;
CNs5,6d ;Xs6d ;Frs4 5, 6d ;Xs6d;
CNs2,6d ;Xs6d ;Frs7 2, 6d ;Xs6d;
CNs2,3d ;Xs3d ;Frs6 2, 3d ;Xs3d;
CNs6,5d ;Xs5d ;Frs3 6, 5d ;Xs5d;
CNs5,3d ;Xs3d ;Frs6 5, 3d ;Xs3d;
CNs4,7d ;Xs7d ;Frs1 4, 7d ;Xs7d;
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as it is designed to. Although it appears to be possible to
enhance the bias further at a glance, it is impossible for the
boosting scheme owing to strong classical correlations
among the qubits. An NMR experiment of this bias boosting
will be hopefully possible in future.
Example B
The second example is an output circuit for initially
nonuniformly biased qubits. The circuit shown in Table
III is generated for the nine-spin system
1H–1H–1H–1H–13C–13C–13C–31P–31P. We used a modi-
fied program to boost mainly the bias of the fifth spin. The
numerical matrix calculation of the boosting with the circuit
results in an increase in the bias of one of the13C spins as
expected from the molecular simulationsFig. 10d. Of course,
the effect of the boosting is too small to obtain an initialized
qubit in such a small molecule.
VI. RESULTS FROM SIMULATION
The simulation of program 1 has been conducted under
several different conditions of the original biases and the
number of qubits, with the number of virtual moleculesN
=5.03106. This value ofN is large enough to ensure the
reliability of the simulation as we show in Appendix A.«cold
was set to 230.91/ dn−Se−1 sthis is larger than 0.99 when
−Sù22d in program 1.sS is the von Neumann entropy of a
simulated system.d As described in Sec. III, we propose to
compute the sum of the binary entropies of individual qubits
during the simulation because it is a lower bound for the
length of the compressed string at a particular time stept, at
least approximately, in the boosting scheme. Recall that the
effective entropy is thus the total binary entropy given by
Sestd = o
i=1













f«i =«istdg and thatSe can be increased by the growth of
classical correlations among qubits in the scheme. At the last
step in the simulation, we ignored the preset value of«cold
and picked up l cold qubits so that the condition of
Probh01. . .0lj.0.9 was satisfied, although this does not af-
fect the initialization process itself or the time evolution of
the effective entropy. Here we adopt the circuit of Fig. 2sad
as the unit quantum circuit for measuring the depth of cir-
cuits constructed by the scheme. In addition, let« denote
uniform original bias for qubits. We assume that 0ø«ø1
because a negative original bias can be inverted in advance.
The logs recorded during each run of the simulation show
that although the von Neumann entropyS
=−Trsr log2 rd is preserved, the number of qubits initialized
after the boosting operations is much less thann−S because
Se is increased in the early steps of the boosting procedure.
This is well illustrated as the plots ofSe against the depth of
the circuitssdenoted bydd for originally uniformly biased
1000 qubits, as shown in Fig. 11. For an example, let us take
«=0.7 in the figure. Although the value of the von Neumann
entropy is 609.8, the value ofSe at d=40 is 806.8. The num-
ber of qubits that can be initialized is reduced from 390 to
193 approximately.
The relation ofSe
end sthe terminal value ofSed to S was
found to be of interest. We plotSe
end/n againstS/n for several
different values ofn in Fig. 12. The original bias distribution
FIG. 9. The result from a matrix calculation for the first ex-
ample.sad The original biases of the seven-spin system.sbd Redis-
tributed biases after the operations of Table II. One of the1H spin
biases is boosted under the preset low temperature such that the
original bias of the hydrogen is 0.6, in this matrix calculation.
TABLE III. The initialization circuit generated for the spin sys-
tem, 1Hu1Hu1Hu1Hu13Cu13Cu13Cu31Pu31P. The
spins are labeled 1,…,9, from left to right, respectively. The nota-
tion of the operations in this table is the same as that in Table II.
CNs6,7d ;Xs7d ;Frs5 6, 7d ;Xs7d;
CNs9,2d ;Xs2d ;Frs8 9, 2d ;Xs2d;
CNs6,9d ;Xs9d ;Frs7 6, 9d ;Xs9d;
CNs1,4d ;Xs4d ;Frs2 1, 4d ;Xs4d;
CNs6,1d ;Xs1d ;Frs9 6, 1d ;Xs1d;
CNs4,3d ;Xs3d ;Frs7 4, 3d ;Xs3d;
CNs4,3d ;Xs3d ;Frs9 4, 3d ;Xs3d ;Xs4d;
CNs7,8d ;Xs8d ;Frs5 7, 8d ;Xs8d;
FIG. 10. The result from a matrix calculation for the second
example.sad The original biases of the nine-spin system.sbd Redis-
tributed biases after the operations of Table III. One of the13C spin
biases is boosted under the preset low temperature such that the
original bias of the hydrogen is 0.8, in this matrix calculation.
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was set to be uniform and the data were taken for 0ø«
ø0.975. It suggests
Se
end/n . ÎS/n s31d
for nù70. In addition to this relation, it suggests that, for
nù70 and 0ø«ø0.65,
Se
end/n . ÎS/n, s32d
in consequence of the fact that a value ofSe
end/n was found to
be insensitive to a value ofnù70 for this range of«. The
figure also shows that the data points ofSe
end/n for n=1000
are slightly closer to the curve ofÎS/n than those for smaller
values ofn. Furthermore, more than 60% of the increase in
Se occurs duringdø5 whenn=1000; the number of qubits
to which a qubit is classically correlated is nearly 35=243
,1000 for this depth. Hence the growth inSe/n during d
ø5 is almost unchanged for larger values ofn. Thus, asn
becomes large,Se
end/n varies only slightly, getting closer to
ÎS/n. Therefore, Eq.s31d for 0ø«ø0.975 and inequality
s32d for 0ø«ø0.65 are true for the circuits with larger
widths; i.e., they are true for∀nù70. Because the data points
of Se
end/n are in the interval offÎS/n−0.044,ÎS/n+0.032g
when n=1000, the relation ofSe
end to S for nù1000 and 0
ø«ø0.975 is given by
Se
end= nsÎS/n + dd, s33d
whered is a real numbers−0.05,d,0.04d. This phenom-
enon originates from the fact that the basic circuits increase
the effective entropy of 3 qubits input with independent uni-
form biases unless their value is 0 or ±1 as we have already
seen in Fig. 5. In addition, the value ofSe
end/n is not sensitive
to the preset value of«cold as long as«coldù0.9 for «/0.5
and «coldù0.99 for «'0.5 as shown in Fig. 13. Therefore,
the above relations, inequalitys32d and Eq. s33d, are un-
changed even if one presets«cold in another way at one’s
option as long as«cold is suitably large.
Moreover, the initialization ratel /n is not rapidly im-
proved by increasing the value ofn as shown in Fig. 14,
wherel is the number of cold qubits picked up at the end of
the program. Althoughl is expected to be close ton−Se
end for
large values ofn, only l .0.7sn−Se
endd is achieved even when
n=1000 and«=0.9. This is due to the increase in the thresh-
old of the bias for cold qubits picked up at the terminal step,
since it becomes large for largen in order to avoid reduction
in the population of the component stateu01¯0ll. There are
still some other plots of data: The maximal efficiency of
initialization, re=sn−Se
endd / sn−Sd, is plotted in Fig. 15. It is
not large enough unless the original bias is almost 1 if we
regard the scheme as a classical data-compression method.
Matrix calculations were conducted to verify the behavior of
FIG. 11. Plots of the effective entropySe against the depth of
circuits from the simulation logs forn=1000. The simulation
started with uniformly biased qubits. The data points were obtained
for the different values of original bias:«=0.3, «=0.5, «=0.7, and
«=0.9.
FIG. 12. Plots ofSe
end/n againstS/n for the different values ofn:
n=70, n=200, andn=1000. The values of original uniform bias«
are also shown on the horizontal axis. Each run of the simulation
was terminated at the depth ofd=100. The plots are data points
from the simulation, all of which approximately lie on the curve of
Se
end/n=ÎS/n. The facing arrow pairs indicate the most distant data
points from the curve in the vertical direction forn=1000, accom-
panied by the distance valuessboth upper and lower side.
FIG. 13. Plots ofSe
end/n against«cold for several different values
of original uniform bias«. n was set to 100 for the data points in
this figure.
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the automatically generated circuits fornø13, indicating the
reliability of our molecular simulation. Two of them have
been already shown in the examples of Sec. V. The reliability
of the simulation is also statistically evaluated in Appendix
A. The relation ofSe
end to S was obtained also for the biases
that are originally nonuniform when=70, showing almost
the same amount of increase inSe
end as that for originally
uniform biasesssee Appendix Bd.
One can conclude from the results of our molecular simu-
lation, especially from Eq.s33d, that the number of initial-
ized qubits after the application of the boosting scheme is
l ø ns1 −ÎS/n − d + bd s34d
for nù1000 and 0ø«ø0.975, whereS is the von Neumann
entropy of the system,dP s−0.05,0.04d, and b is a small
number that has appeared in inequalitys23d of Sec. III. b is
negligible for largel, in particular fornù1000 and«'0.3.
When it is required that the bias of an initialized qubit picked
up at the terminal step tend to 1 with increasingn, b=os1d.
In addition, combining one of the results, inequalitys32d
with inequality s23d, we find that, for nù70 and 0ø«
ø0.65,
l , ns1 −ÎS/n + bd. s35d
VII. DISCUSSION
Much work has been done on the theory of quantum data
compression of mixed statesf7,24–29g. Nevertheless, our
numerical analysis is the first evaluation of large quantum
circuits actually generated by a compression scheme for en-
semble quantum computing as far as the authors know. Cal-
culating an actual compression rate for a specific case is
quite another subject than a theoretical proof of a limit to a
compression rate. For an initialization of ensemble comput-
ers, the string to be compressed is a macroscopic string
which is a probabilistic mixture of microscopic strings. It is
probably impossible to generate a quantum circuit providing
the optimal compression rate for this case as long as only the
biases of qubits are referred to at each step of the circuit
designing. It would be possible to construct the optimal com-
pression circuit when it is generated by referring to the popu-
lations of component states. So far, efficient and effective
initialization schemes are those which target the typical se-
quencesf28,30g.
The general difficulty in the evaluation of a quantum data-
compression scheme is caused by correlations among qubits
after multiple-qubit operations. Our program has demon-
strated that it does not cost so much resources to simulate a
scheme for initial thermal states in which only permutations
of component states are used since only classical correlations
can be induced. The boosting scheme is one of this special
type of compression methods although its initialization rate
is not large. There are many polynomial-time classical data-
compression schemes offering the average code length ap-
proximately equal to the Shannon entropy of the original
probability distribution for suitably largen—e.g., enumera-
tive coding f31g—some of which were reconstructed as
quantum algorithmsf32–35g. A common efficient classical
data compression may be used for a more effective initial-
ization as long as the number of required clean qubits of
workspace is log2fOspolysnddg f30g. With a proper molecular
simulation, a quantum circuit constructed by a classical data-
compression scheme would be easily evaluated.
To realize a high initialization rate, the value of the total
binary entropySe at the terminal step in an initialization
scheme must be nearly equal to that of the von Neumann
entropy of the system. In the boosting scheme, as illustrated
in Fig. 11, although the growth ofSe is a little suppressed,
the suppression is not sufficiently strong. The amount of cor-
relationSe−S grows step by step, mainly in the early steps,
in the bias-boosting process. In other words, a classical string
whose macroscopic bits are strongly correlated to each other
can only be compressed by the scheme without an increase
in the amount of correlation, although such a string does not
exist initially in a common NMR system. An effective ini-
tialization scheme must have an ability to suppress the
growth in the total correlation.
FIG. 14. The initialization ratel /n againstn for the values of
uniform original bias:«=0.3, «=0.5, «=0.7, and«=0.9. l is the
number of cold qubits picked up at the last step in the simulation.
For each data point, we chose the largest of five samples ofl that
were calculated with different random seeds.
FIG. 15. The maximal efficiency of initialization,re=sn
−Se
endd / sn−Sd, for n=1000 against the uniform original bias«. The
crosses are data points from the simulation and the curve is the
spline fit.
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Finally, we have to discuss the curious relation ofSe
end to
S that has been suggested by the simulation results. The re-
lation given by Eq.s31d is simple despite the complicated
process of the growth inSe. It is difficult to predict the
growth without the molecular simulation. Indeed, there are
nothing but a few trivial things that support an intuitive in-
terpretation of the relation:sid Se
end=Swhen«=0 or «=1 and
sii d Se
end increases monotonically asS increases, at least ap-
proximately. But there might be also a profound physics in
the simple relation, although it is, of course, a result for a
special scheme. We have calculated the growth ofSe only in
the circuits that comprise the basic circuits shown in Fig. 2.
It is of interest to examine a growth in the sum of binary
entropies in a similar scheme with another basic circuits as
well as that in other compression schemes.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A molecular simulation has been demonstrated to evaluate
the effectiveness of Schulman and Vazirani’s boosting
scheme for the initialization of NMR quantum computers.
We have confirmed that a generated quantum circuit will
enhance the biases of target qubits as it is designed to. How-
ever, our results have also indicated that the scheme is rather
inefficient with respect to the initialization rate even for a
large number of qubits. When we use 3-qubit basic circuits,
the rate is at most approximately 1−ÎS/n even fornù103 as
long as 0ø«ø0.975, whereS is the von Neumann entropy
of a whole n-qubit ensemble. This is owing to a large in-
crease in the sum of the binary entropies of individual qubits.
This increase means that a large amount of classical correla-
tion is induced in the macroscopicn-qubit string. It is to be
hoped that an advanced algorithm that suppresses the growth
in the amount of correlation will be constructed to improve
the rate.
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APPENDIX A: RELIABILITY OF THE SIMULATION
Because our simulation uses a limited number of virtual
molecules, there are, to some extent, errors in the output
data. The errors comprise both systematic and statistical er-
rors, since the time evolution of the virtual molecular system
is deterministic in program 1 while the setup of the system is
dependent on the random seedssee also Appendix Cd. Here,
we present a statistical evaluation of the reliability of the
simulation system although the errors are expected to be
small in the data used in Sec. VI as we have set the number
of molecules suitably large.
In order to evaluate the reliability, the average of sample
values ofSe
end was plotted against the number of molecules,
N, as shown in Fig. 16.Se
end is the value of the effective
entropy at the depth ofd=100 as no further increase inSe
was found at larger depth. Considering the running time of
the simulation, we chose the original uniform bias«=0.5 and
the number of qubits,n=100. The data were obtained by
executing the program 60 times for each value ofN with
different random seeds. In the figure, the error bars represent
99% confidence intervals associated with each mean. The
half width of the confidence interval is smaller than 0.4 bit
for the values ofNù5.03105. Because the mean value of
Se
end was found to be insensitive to the value ofN and we
used the same number of samples for each data point, this
indicates that the systematic errors are negligibly small for
such large values ofN. Along with the growth ofN, the
errors are reduced even further. Moreover, the variance of the
samples,Vs, is less than 0.1 bit
2 when Nù5.03105 sFig.
17d. Each value ofVs was calculated with the 60 samples of
Se
end at the corresponding value ofN. This result shows that
we do not need to employ a statistical average value of
Se
end—i.e., a single sample value ofSe
end is reliable enough—
when N is set to such a large number. The nonaveraged
sample values ofSe
end used in Sec. VI are reliable since we
have setN=5.03106.
APPENDIX B: INITIALIZATION IN A NONUNIFORM
BIAS DISTRIBUTION
We believe that the initialization for qubits with nonuni-
formly distributed biases is as effective as that for uniformly
FIG. 16. The average values ofSe
end ssolid squaresd against the
number of virtual moleculesN when«=0.5 andn=100. The error
bars represent 99% confidence intervals associated with each mean.
FIG. 17. Plots ofVs against the number of virtual molecules,N.
Vs is the variance of the sample values ofSe
end at each value ofN.
The sample values are the same as those used in Fig. 16.
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biased qubits, in the boosting scheme. Considern qubits in
the structurē -A-B-A-B-A-B-¯ wheren is even;A andB
represent the atom with original bias«Aù0 and that with
«Bù0, respectively. The initialization for this structure is
equivalent to the one for the structureA-A-¯ -A-A-B-
B-¯ -B-B since we arrange the pointers to the qubits in the
order of the biases.
When «A@«B si.e., 0ø«B!1d, a pointer toA is rarely
grouped with a pointer toB in early time steps in the scheme;
the increase in the effective entropySe,AB occurs separately
in A-A-¯ -A-A and inB-B-¯ -B-B. Together with Eq.s31d,











orig øn/2 are the von Neumann en-
tropies in the original distribution forA-¯ -A and B-¯ -B,
respectively. The increase in the effective entropy is smaller






sÎSA¯Aorig + ÎSB¯Borig d ø ÎS/n, sB2d
whereS=SA¯A
orig +SB¯B
orig . On the other hand, when«A.«B, the
increase in the effective entropy is almost the same as that
calculated for the originally uniform bias distribution. In this
case,
Se,AB
end . ÎnS. sB3d
Now we utilize the coefficientx and set«B=x«A to cal-
culate the increase in the effective entropy in the scheme
whenn=70 for several different values ofx s0,xø1d. The
relation ofSe,AB
end to S is well depicted in Fig. 18. The figure
shows that, as long as 0.1øxø1, Se,AB
end is not sensitive to the
value ofx and all the points approximately lie on the curve
of Se,AB
end =ÎnS. Hence, the use of Eq.sB3d is justified for n
=70. One can conclude that the number of initialized qubits
is
lAB/ ns1 −ÎS/nd sB4d
for any realistic value ofx s0.1øxø1d. Although the rela-
tion has been verified in the structure that comprises two
species of qubits, similar results are expected to be given for
molecules that consist of atoms with many different original
biases.
APPENDIX C: DETAILS OF THE SIMULATION
ALGORITHM
Here, we show the details of the simulation algorithm for
the bias-boosting scheme in the following program of pro-
gram 1, which has been explained in Sec. V.
Program 1. The simulation algorithm for generating an
initialization circuit based on the boosting scheme. Here,
frandsd is a function that returns a pseudo random real num-
ber between 0 and 1. A qubit with a bias greater than«cold is




Create tblfg, a table of pointers to individual qubits
stblf1g is the uppermost endd.
Arrange tblfg so that the pointer to a qubit with a
larger bias appears upper side and that with a
smaller appears lower side.
while new cold qubits are obtained in lastst steps
and depth of output circuitø preset max-
imum depth;do
j ←minimum j such that«tblf jgø«cold
while j øn−2 do
call BOOSTstblf jg, tblf j +1g, tblf j +2gd
if «tblf jg is increasedthen
Output the circuit applied in the last
call of BOOST procedure with the
indication of handled qubits, tblf jg,




j ← j +3
endwhile
Rearrange tblfg.




CreateN molecules.sA molecule consists ofn binary digits.d
begin
for m←1 to N do
for i ←1 to n do
if frandsd, s1+«id /2 then
ith bit of mth molecule←0
else
ith bit of mth molecule←1
endif
endfor
FIG. 18. Plots ofSe,AB
end againstS for x=0.1,x=0.4,x=0.7, and
x=1 whenn=70.




procedure BOOSTsa, b, cd:
begin
Consider the trio,ath bit, bth bit, andcth bit.
for m←1 to N do






for m←1 to N do









for m←1 to N do
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